
The Outer model programme and Quasi lower boundsLet LC denote a large ardinal propertyTwo important Jensen programmes:A. Inner model programme. Show that models whih witness LChave L-like inner models whih also witness LC.B. Core model programme. De�ne an L-like inner model K suhthat if K is a bad approximation to V then there is an inner modelwhih witnesses LCConsequenes:Inner model programme:Con(ZFC + LC) → Con(ZFC + LC + ϕ) (ϕ an L-like property)Core model programme:Con(ZFC + ϕ) → Con(ZFC + LC) (onsisteny lower bounds)



The Outer model programme and Quasi lower boundsThe Jensen programmes are di�ultIn this talk we disuss two easier alternativesA*. Outer model programme. Show that models whih witness LChave L-like outer models whih witness LCThe Outer model programme is not newFirst major result was proved by ... Jensen!Con(ZFC+ a Ramsey) → Con(ZFC+ a Ramsey +GCH)The �rst proof of this using inner models ame muh later(Dodd-Jensen)B*. Quasi lower bound programmeThis is new, ombines A* with work of Neeman



The Inner model programmeA. Obtaining L-like models with Large Cardinals via the Innermodel programmeExample 1: Inaessible ardinalsEasy: If κ is inaessible, then L � κ inaessible.Example 2: Measurable ardinalsSott: L � There is no measurable ardinalWhat inner model shall we use?



The Inner model programme
Relativised L: LE

α = (LEα ,∈,Eα), α ∈ Ord
LE0 = (∅, ∅, ∅)
LE

α+1 = (Def(LE
α),∈,Eα+1) (in fat Eα+1 = ∅)

LE
λ

= (
⋃

α<λ
LEα ,∈,Eλ)Desired inner model is L[〈Eα | α ∈ Ord〉] = L[E ], where thenonempty Eα's are embeddings



The Inner model programmeTheoremSuppose that there is a measurable ardinal. Then there existsE = (Eα | α ∈ Ord) suh that:1. For limit λ, Eλ is either empty or anembedding Eλ : LEα → LE
λ
for some α < λ.2. L[E ] � There is a measurable ardinal.3. E ↾ κ is de�nable over Lκ[E ] uniformly for in�nite ardinals κ.4. Condensation: With some restritions,M ≺ LE

α implies M is isomorphi to some LĒ
α .5. L[E ] � ♦, � and (gap 1) Morass3 → loally de�nable wellordering4 → GCHThis Theorem has been generalised after great e�ort to strongerlarge ardinal properties.



The Inner model programmeWhy is the Inner Model Program so di�ult?Condensation: M ≺ LE
α = (LEα ,∈,Eα) impliesM is isomorphi to some LĒ

α = (LĒα ,∈,Eᾱ).With Gödel's methods, M is isomorphi tosome LF̄
α = (LF̄α ,∈,Fᾱ)Goal: LF̄
α = LĒ

αOnly known tehnique: Comparison method



The Inner model programmeLet M̄, N̄ denote LF̄
α , LĒ

α . Construt hains of embeddingsM̄ = M̄0 → M̄1 → M̄2 → · · · → M̄λN̄ = N̄0 → N̄1 → N̄2 → · · · → N̄λuntil M̄λ = N̄λ. Then onlude that M̄ = N̄ .The embeddings ome from iteration.Key question: Is M̄ iterable, i.e., are themodels M̄ = M̄0 → M̄1 → M̄2 → · · · → M̄λ well-founded?Iterability problem. Assuming the existene of large ardinals, showthat there are iterable strutures M = (LEα ,∈,Eα) whih ontainlarge ardinals.Solved only up to the level of Woodin ardinals



The Outer model programmeObtaining L-like models with Large ardinals via the Outer modelprogramme.TheoremSuppose that there is a superstrong ardinal. Then there exists anouter model L[A] of V (obtained by foring) suh that:1. A is a lass of ordinals.2. L[A] � There is a superstrong ardinal.3. (with David Asperó) A ∩ κ+ is uniformly de�nable over Lκ+ [A]for regular ardinals κ > ω.4. (with Peter Holy) Condensation: With some restritions,M ≺ (Lα[A],∈,A ∩ α) implies M is isomorphi to some
(Lᾱ[A],∈,A ∩ ᾱ).5. L[A] � ♦, � and (gap 1) MorassWhat is a superstrong ardinal?



The Outer model programmeSuppose j : V → M.Critial point of j = least ordinal κ suh that j(κ) 6= κ.j is α-strong i� Vα ⊆ MSuperstrong = j(κ)-strongHyperstrong = j(κ) + 1-strongn-superstrong = jn(κ)-strong
ω-superstrong = jω(κ)-strong
(jω(κ) + 1)-strong is inonsistent!
ω-superstrong is at the edge of inonsisteny
κ is n-superstrong i� j is n-superstrong(similarly for hyperstrong, ω-superstrong)



The Outer model programmeAre there L-like models past a superstrong?Jensen: Subompat → � fails(subompat is between superstrong and hyperstrong)TheoremWith � omitted, the previous Theorem (stated for superstrong)also holds for ω-superstrong.Conlusion:L-like is onsistent with superstrongL-like without � is onsistent with all large ardinals



The Core model programmeB. Core model programme. De�ne an L-like inner model K suhthat if K is a bad approximation to V then there is an inner modelwitnessing LCEquivalently, K should have the following property:If there is no inner model with a ertain large ardinal property thenK is a good approximation to VExamples of �good approximation�:Covering: Many sets of ordinals in V are ontained in sets in K ofthe same sizeWeak overing: κ+ of V equals κ+ of K for many ardinals κRigidity: There is no nontrivial elementary embedding from K to K



The Core model programmeExample: Dodd-Jensen ore model KDJ for a measurableGCH and � hold in KDJIf there is no inner model with a measurable then Covering holdsfor KDJConlusion: If GCH fails at a singular strong limit ardinal or � failsat a singular ardinal then there is an inner model with a measurableProblem: The ore model programme is even more di�ult thanthe inner model programme!



Quasi lower boundsA possible alternative:B*. Quasi lower boundsMotivating example: Neeman-Shimmerling work on PFA fragmentsPFA = Proper foring axiom = Martin's axiom for proper foringsBaumgartner: Con(ZFC+ a superompat) → Con(ZFC + PFA)Popular Conjeture: The onverse holds(beyond urrent ore model tehniques)



Quasi lower boundsA foring P is κ-linked i� it is the union of κ-many pairwiseompatible subsetsTheorem(Neeman-Shimmerling) (a) Con(ZFC+ a Σ21indesribable) → Con(ZFC + PFA for -linked forings).(b) More generally, Con(ZFC+ a Σ21 indesribablen-gap) → Con(ZFC + PFA for +n-linked forings).Using L, Neeman obtained a onsisteny lower bound for (a):Con(ZFC + PFA for -linked forings) →Con(ZFC+ a Σ21 indesribable)



Quasi lower bounds[(Neeman-Shimmerling) (a) Con(ZFC+ a Σ21indesribable) → Con(ZFC + PFA for -linked forings).(b) More generally, Con(ZFC+ a Σ21 indesribablen-gap) → Con(ZFC + PFA for +n-linked forings).℄Neeman and Shimmerling onjeture the following:Con(ZFC + PFA for +-linked forings) →Con(ZFC+ a Σ21 indesribable 1-gap)Problem: Σ21 indesribable 1-gaps have onsisteny strength beyonda superstrong, and therefore are beyond the reah of urrent oremodel theory!



Quasi lower boundsNeeman obtained a partial result:Theorem(Neeman) Suppose that V is a ��ne strutural model� and PFA for+-linked forings holds in a proper foring extension of V . Then inV there is a Σ21 indesribable 1-gap.V is Neeman �ne-strutural i� V is built from extenders, theextender-hierarhy on V satis�es enough ondensation and isaeptable, and V satis�es enough of Jensen's � prinipleProblem: Are there any Neeman �ne-strutural models with a Σ21indesribable 1-gap? Are there any with large ardinal propertiesbeyond Woodin ardinals?



Quasi lower boundsObservation (Peter Holy): Extenders are irrelevant to Neeman'sproof; one only needs enough of Jensen's � priniple and somehierarhy on V whih satis�es enough ondensation and isaeptable.Call suh models su�iently L-likeNow we invoke the tehniques of the outer model programme:Theorem(F-Holy) Suppose that there is an ω-superstrong ardinal in V .Then some foring extension of V is both su�iently L-like andontains an ω-superstrong ardinal.(Enough � is easy, enough ondensation is harder, aeptability isthe hardest)



Quasi lower boundsNow we obtain the following quasi-lower bound result.Corollary(F-Holy) It is onsistent with a proper lass of subompat ardinalsthat PFA for +-linked forings fails in all proper foring extensions.(Subompats are a little bit weaker than Σ21 indesribable 1-gaps.)Thus for all pratial purposes, PFA for +-linked requires morethan subompats; this is a quasi lower bound resultConlusion:Consisteny lower bounds need Core model theoryConsisteny quasi lower bounds may only need Outer model theory



QuestionsA. Inner model theoryAssume that there is a superstrong. Is there an inner modelsatisfying GCH with a superstrong?A*. Outer model theoryIs it onsistent with a superstrong to have a de�nable wellorder ofH(λ+) for all singular λ?B. Core model theoryDoes the failure of � at a singular ardinal imply the existene ofan inner model with a superstrong?B*. Quasi lower boundsIs it onsistent with a superstrong that � holds at all singularardinals in all (proper) foring extensions?I ongratulate Ronald on the oasion of this exellent meeting!


